Accessing optimal primer distance from insert.
When building either DNA or cDNA libraries, a researcher looks at the vector multiple cloning site and chooses which restriction enzyme(s) will be used to clone the inserts. Although this procedure does not seem to be important, the accurate choosing of primer to insert distance can save time and money from genome and transcriptome projects. Here, 846 single-pool pUC18 sequences were produced and compared with the pUC18 consensus using local alignment tools. Data show that reads often contain 0-20 miscalled bases at the beginning of read and noise to signal transition is frequently found at 46-54 bases from the first 3' base downstream the sequencing primer. For SWAT-based approaches, 60 bases was the distance where over 90% of the sequences provided reliable information, presenting 13 vector bases on average. Looking at the data, it is possible to choose the most appropriate primer to insert distance for many applications.